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Michael Ironside as
General Ashdown.

CHICAGO – This 29-image slideshow contains the second half of the official press images for “Terminator: Salvation” (check out the first half
here [17]) starring Christian Bale, Sam Worthington, Bryce Dallas Howard, Anton Yelchin, Moon Bloodgood, Common, Jane Alexander, and
Helena Bonham Carter. The film, written by John Brancato & Michael Farris and directed by McG, opens on May 21st, 2009.

Synopsis:

“The year is 2018.

Judgment Day has come and gone, leveling modern civilization. An army of Terminators roams the post-apocalyptic landscape, killing or
collecting humans where they hide in the desolate cities and deserts. But small groups of survivors have organized into a Resistance, hiding in
underground bunkers and striking when they can against an enemy force that vastly outnumbers them.

Controlling the Terminators is the artificial intelligence network Skynet, which became self-aware 14 years earlier and, in the blink of an eye,
turned on its creators, unleashing nuclear annihilation on an unsuspecting world.

Only one man saw Judgment Day coming. One man, whose destiny has always been intertwined with the fate of human existence: John
Connor (Christian Bale).

Now the world is on the brink of the future that Connor has been warned about all his life. But something totally new has shaken his belief that
humanity stands a chance of winning this war: the appearance of Marcus Wright (Sam Worthington), a stranger from the past whose last
memory is of being on death row before awakening in this strange, new world.

Connor must decide whether Marcus can be trusted. But as Skynet adapts new strategies to end the Resistance forever, Connor and Marcus
must find common ground to take a stand against the onslaught—to infiltrate Skynet and meet the enemy head-on. ”
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You can click “Next” and “Previous” to scan through this slideshow or jump directly to individual photos with the captioned links below. All
photos credited to Richard Foreman and Warner Bros. Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

Salvation_31 [18]: Moon Bloodgood as Blair Williams.

Salvation_32 [19]: Moon Bloodgood as Blair Williams.

Salvation_33 [20]: Anton Yelchin as Kyle Reese.

Salvation_34 [21]: (L-r) Jane Alexander as Virginia, Jadagrace as Star and Anton Yelchin as Kyle Reese.

Salvation_35 [22]: Common as Barnes.

Salvation_36 [23]: Director McG explaining a scene on the set.

Salvation_37 [24]: Common (left) as Barnes and Moon Bloodgood as Blair Williams.

Salvation_38 [25]: A T-800 Terminator.

Salvation_39 [26]: (L-r) Christian Bale, Director McG and Terry Crews go over a scene on the set.

Salvation_40 [27]: Anton Yelchin as Kyle Reese.

Salvation_41 [28]: Common as Barnes.

Salvation_42 [29]: Bryce Dallas Howard as Kate Connor.

Salvation_43 [30]: Bryce Dallas Howard as Kate Connor.

Salvation_44 [31]: A T-600 Terminator.

Salvation_45 [32]: Terminator Salvation: The Future Begins.

Salvation_46 [15]: Ivan Gvera as General Losenko.

Salvation_47 [33]: Michael Ironside as General Ashdown.

Salvation_48 [16]: A T-600 Terminator.

Salvation_49 [34]: Bryce Dallas Howard as Kate Connor.

Salvation_50 [35]: Sam Worthington (left) as Marcus Wright and Moon Bloodgood as Blair Williams.

Salvation_51 [36]: Moon Bloodgood (left) as Blair Williams and Sam Worthington as Marcus Wright.

Salvation_52 [37]: Sam Worthington (left) as Marcus Wright and Moon Bloodgood as Blair Williams .
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Salvation_53 [38]: Jadagrace as Star.

Salvation_54 [39]: A pair of Moto-Terminators in attack mode.

Salvation_55 [40]: A T-800 Terminator.

Salvation_56 [41]: A T-800 Terminator.

Salvation_57 [42]: A T-800 Terminator.

Salvation_58 [43]: A Harvester Terminator on the attack with a Transporter Terminator hovering nearby.

Salvation_59 [44]: A T-800 Terminator.
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